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SLO sports car fit for a king
Autos rebuilt into Ferrari look-alikes
By Scott Abbott
staff Writer
Take a look inside the San 
Luis Coach Works on South 
Higuera and you will see 
what you might expect to 
find in a normal auto-body 
shop. And much more.
An early 1980s model 
Honda is perched on a 
hydrolic platform, a Califor­
nia Highway Patrol Mustang 
with “Out of Service” tacked 
on its windows awaits repair 
and a Pontiac Fiero is being 
torn apart to become a Fer­
rari.
A Fiero being turned into a 
Ferrari? It may sound im­
possible, but that is just
Staten Medsker’s specialty. 
In fact, if you have a Fiero or 
a Corvette, Medsker can 
customize it into his own 
fiberglass version of a Fer­
rari, what he calls the 
Culebra.
The Culebra is the culmina­
tion of years of work to create 
the fiberglass parts of the car 
body that are needed to 
transform American cars into 
replicas of one of the most 
legendary Italian sports cars.
Perhaps the most im­
pressive aspect of Medsker’s 
creation is that all of the 
molds needed for fabrication 
of the fiberglass parts used in 
the conversion were created
See CAR, page 8
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Independent mechanic Scott Young works to transform a car at 
San Luis Coach Works.
UC campus stunned by crises
Berkeley students cope with string of tragedies over last three weeks
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The University of 
California student killed by a crazed gunman who 
took hostages on Thursday at a hotel near the 
Berkeley campus was, like his school, no stranger 
to tragedy.
The incident that took the life of John “Nick” 
Sheehy, 22, was the third crisis at the school in 
as many weeks. Sheehy had firsthand knowledge 
of one of the earlier tragedies, a fire that killed 
three people.
A political science major from nearby 
Lafayette, he lived across the street from the Phi 
Kappa Sigma fraternity.
He was interviewed a few days after the fire, 
saying the memories of the blaze were hard to 
shake.
“We’re still shocked,” said Sheehy, a member 
of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. ‘This could have 
been anyone. They had a dinner barbecue on the 
roof that night, saw friends, did what we all do on 
a weekend.”
The fire was on Sept. 8. Eleven days later a 
bomb scare brought the university to a standstill.
Police evacuated every building and ordered all 
45,000 students, faculty and staff off the 180-acre 
grounds, marking the first time UC’s 125 build­
ings were cleared. No bomb was found.
“Now we have to deal with the effect of one 
tragedy after ano ther,” Cara Vaughn, 
spokeswoman for the university’s mental health 
services, said on Thursday.
See BERKELEY, page 4
ASI OKs temporary 
program directors
By Kathy Kenney
stall Writer
The ASI Board of Directors 
started off the new school year 
on Wednesday night by approv­
ing interim directors for Rec 
Sports and the Cal Poly 
Children’s Center.
Rick Johnson will fill the posi- 
tio n  of a s s i s t a n t  d irec - 
tor/coordinator of Rec Sports 
until a new director is hired in 
spring. This is the first time the 
director of Rec Sports will be 
part of ASI management.
Until the resigfnation of last 
year’s coordinator, the position 
was funded by the state, said 
Hazel Scott, vice president for 
student affairs and Cal Poly 
President Warren Baker’s ASI 
respresentative. At that time, 
severe budget cuts forced Scott 
to drop the position.
The loss of state funds, 
however, could be beneficial for 
students and Rec Sports, said 
Mark Denholm, ASI chairman of 
the board.
“The main reason is because it 
(Rec Sports) was an all-student 
run organization,” he said, “ex­
cept for the head.” ASI was fun­
ding 95 percent of the Rec Sports 
program, yet the final word was 
made by the state.
Although Denholm said the 
state did not inhibit Rec Sports 
in the past, he felt adding the 
coordinator to ASI’s manage­
ment will make it easier for the 
program to meet its growth 
plans.
Johnson said his leadership in 
Rec Sports is nothing new, since 
he has been assistant director for 
three years. He said he will con­
tinue to be involved in planning 
the new Rec Sports Center 
scheduled for groundbreaking on 
December 15.
Patty Greig will be the interim 
director for the ASI-funded 
Children’s Center. She will fill 
the position until a permanent 
director is found. The Children’s 
Center provides daycare for more 
than 40 children of Cal Poly stu-
Crim e up 40 percent
Chief of police notes increase in rape, assault
By Dan Shargel
staff WrHar
Last week San Luis Obispo 
police Chief James Gardiner an­
nounced that Part I crimes for 
the first seven months of this 
year are 40 percent higher than 
they were the first seven months 
of1989.
According to Crime Prevention 
Coordinator Steven Seybold, 
Part I offenses are the violent 
crimes like murder, rape, robbery 
and assault, as well as burglary, 
larceny, motor vehicle theft and 
arson.
Seybold said Wednesday that 
the numbers for these Part I of­
fenses have risen from last year’s 
first seven month count of 1,075 
to this year’s first seven month 
total of 1,530.
A large increase has been in 
rapes and assaults. According to 
Seybold, rapes have risen 250 
percent from last year. In real 
terms, said Seybold, that is an 
increase of 10 rapes. There were 
four reported rapes by July last 
year and 14 were reported by the 
same time this year.
“I think in terms of human 
suffering, we should view that as 
serious,” said Police Capt. Bart 
Topham on Wednesday. “One
rape is too many. Fourteen rapes 
seems intolerable to me. When 
we recognize that most studies 
suggest that less than 50 percent 
of all rapes are reported, we have 
to imagine that what’s occuring 
out there is even much, much 
higher.”
Simple assault, said Seybold, 
rose 25 percent from 104 to 131, 
and aggravated assault almost 
doubled from 34 to 65.
Although Topham said that it 
is still too soon to do more than 
speculate on the reasons for the 
increase in these crimes, he nam­
ed the growing urbanization of 
San Luis Obispo and a shortage 
of officers as possible causes.
‘The community continues to 
grow and change,” Topham said. 
“We’re getting a wider variety of 
people as well as more people, so 
we’re experiencing some of the 
same kinds of things that the 
more urban areas have already 
experienced. I think it would be 
fair to say that San Luis Obispo 
is growing up in terms of its ur­
banization. The serious felony 
crimes are, I think, part of that 
urbanization kind of experience.”
Topham also cited the rise in 
enrollments at both Cuesta Col­
lege and Cal Poly as adding to 
the problem.
“A substantial number of 
those people come from outside 
the area which adds to that base 
See CRIME, page 8
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Yellow tags are for war not bikes
Fact: Cal Poly this quarter has 
the largest enrollment.
Fact: Parking is limited or in 
remote parts of the campus.
Fact: Earth Day (I hope;
taught us that the overall picture 
shows the earth’s ecosystem is 
unhealthy.
Fact: Cars emit harmful gases.
Fact: Bicycles are fun to ride.
Now that we know the facts, 
let’s address the issue. I recently 
started seeing yellow tags on 
bikes put in inappropriate places.
The bikes’ locations are 
understandable because there 
may not be enough bike racks or 
they may not be in needed loca­
tions.
If someone were smart, they 
would be spending money on 
promoting loicycle commuting 
and not paying someone to write 
tickets.
The advantages of riding a 
bike to school are low gas bills, 
increased blood flow in the morn­
ing (results in better grades), and 
the plus of arriving closer to 
class — a fringe benefit which 
should be fostered not removed. 
This benefit is in exchange for 
the extra effort of those people 
who choose to ride bikes to 
school.
I trust they want to see a 
healthier environment. Unfortu­
nately, their decision is a conse­
quence of the parking problem, 
but parking should not be a pro­
blem in San Luis Obispo.
The way I see it, quite frankly, 
if you go anywhere in this 
SMALL town, and it is less than 
three miles, you should be riding 
a bike.
What I am seeing is a lot of 
waste — waste of time for some­
one to write tickets, waste of 
paper to print tickets, and waste 
of money to make the tickets and 
pay the person giving them.
I don’t know the exact figures, 
but the cost and space to create 
one parking space .must. J ^  a 
whole lot more than to buy a 
rack for 10 bikes.
This is not really a case of 
cyclists unite, although I hope 
they will write their concerns to 
Public Safety or other policy 
makers. It is a matter of doing 
the right thing.
Solution: Put more bike racks 
in the center of campus, par­
ticularly between the Computer 
Science and Engineering West 
buildings. Also, provide racks 
next to all buildings.
Another idea for those who 
commute from the beach cities is 
to find an off-campus lot which 
they pay half the fee.
I would like to add that we on­
ly have one earth, unless you 
know of any real estate I can go 
to when we trash this one. Let’s 
all utilize it, not brutilize it.
Keith Trivelpiece 
Architecture graduate student
Rights are not a shield for parties
How often people complain 
about a violation of their rights 
without a clear understanding of 
what those rights really are and 
of how they must balance with 
rights of others.
A person’s liberty extends only 
so far as it meets anothers. Ex­
tended beyond the reasonable, 
liberty becomes license.
It is license Mr. Lavender ac­
tually argues for in his letter in 
Mustang Daily on Sept. 25.
When the founding fathers 
w rote a b o u t freedom  of 
assembly, it is difficult to believe 
that the right to be an “uncen­
sored party animal” was what 
they had in mind.
Inconsiderate partiers infringe 
upon the rights of others.
The right of the KKK or any­
one else to march is a very poor 
example. The right to ssemble is 
not the issue.
Ecditorial
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Public Safety’s wheel-locking 
policy is a good solution
Public Safety recently 
announced that it will 
padlock both cars and 
bicycles in their parking 
spots if the owners vio­
late parking codes.
Automobiles with five 
or more unpaid parking 
violations will be fitted 
w i t h  w h e e l - l o c k i n g  
devices which make mov­
ing the car impossible, 
and a large red flag will 
be placed on the driver’s 
side window.
Owners of the locked 
cars must pay all fines 
before the cars can be 
moved.
This new system will 
replace towing illegally 
parked cars.
According to Public 
Safety, more than 100 
automobiles last year 
were towed and im ­
pounded because of the 
owner’s failure to pay 
parking fines.
Public Safety currently 
has a list of more than 80 
license plate numbers of 
cars with 10 or more un­
paid parking tickets and 
a list of more than 200 
license plate numbers 
with five or more unpaid 
tickets. ___
Bicycles that are il­
legally parked will be 
treated in the same man­
ner.
Bicycles parked any­
where other than in bike 
racks will be impounded 
on the spot.
Public Safety will place 
a normal U-Lock on the 
bicycle and the owner will 
have to pay an $8 fee to 
have the bike released.
Additionally, owners 
who lock their bikes in 
p l a c e s  t h a t  b l o c k  
passageways or handi­
capped access ramps will 
have the bike locks cut. 
The bikes will be remov­
ed and impounded.
Thus far. Public Safe­
ty’s new policy is one of 
the better solutions to 
the parking problem.
At the university level, 
Public Safety officers 
hopefully will be able to 
make better use of their 
time than by playing the 
role of parking police.
At another level, the 
policy is strict enough to 
get across the “Naughty, 
naughty” to parking vio­
lators, yet less expensive 
for the panicked, desper­
ate and tardy violator 
who took their chances 
and parked illegally — at 
least five times.
With increased enroll­
m ent and d ecreased  
parking, most likely there 
will be more parking vio­
lations.
P u blic  S a fe ty  h as  
created a good and time­
ly solution to a growing 
problem.
The issue is one of responsibil­
ity and how, if refused, it must 
be enforced.
The taxpayers have a right not 
to have their money wasted when 
the police have to p lay 
disciplinarian.
The lack of tolerance Mr. 
Lavender accuses residents of 
seems more attributable to 
himself.
It is such narrow, self-centered 
focuses that have helped to ex­
acerbate adversarial conditions 
between Cal Poly and local resi­
dents. This is the time and the 
place to change that.
Finally, the constitution is not 
simply a document. It is an ideal 
and a statement of values. It 
should not be used as a shield for 
egocentric behavior.
Jacquelyn Finear 
Philip Dixon
English
Smokers are not all ugly people
As a re-butt-le to the Sept. 27 
article on a smoke-free San Luis 
Obispo, by Sabrina L. Garcia, 1 
would like to say a few words.
It sounds to me like the men 
Ms. Garcia ran into that night at 
Bull’s were both mean and in­
considerate. However, one can­
not generalizes all smokers as 
obnoxious asses who blow smoke 
in your face.
Is Ms. Garcia so shallow as to 
judge all smokers as bad people?
She states “ ... people look ugly 
with cigarettes in their mouths.” 
Come on, some of us are actually 
decent human beings with feel­
ings and consideration for others.
We’re not all ugly and not all 
of us want to kill you with 
second-hand smoke.
I have no problem with San 
Luis Obispo’s ordinance against 
smoking. It is fine with me to 
save my cigarette smoking for 
the outdoors, where my second­
hand smoke is highly unlikely to 
hurt Ms. Garcia any more than 
the cheap beer at Bull’s.
However, I do have a problem 
with people judge the actions of 
others.
Ms. Garcia says “Who smokes 
anymore anyway? I don’t have 
any friends that smoke.”
Give smokers a break. Just 
because none of us are allowed to 
be your friends doesn’t make us 
had people.
If you didn’t have any black or 
oriental friends would you con­
demn blacks and orientals like 
you do smokers?
F. Esteban Saldana
Electronics
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Soviets fear hungry 
winter, small harvest
MOSCOW (AP) — A bumper vegetable 
crop is rotting in the fields as the first fall 
frost approaches, and Muscovites fearing a 
hungry winter have joined soldiers and 
schoolchildren trying to rescue potatoes.
Some people have become so desperate 
they are stealing potatoes, carrots, pickles 
and preserves from individually owned 
vegetable cellars in the villages surrounding 
Moscow, Soviet media report.
“A hungry winter is coming,” the official 
Tass news agency predicted. “It is unprece­
dented in the history of the Soviet Union in 
the last week of September that only 3.7 per­
cent of the potatoes needed for Moscow this 
winter are in storage in the city.”
Potatoes are a mainstay of the Soviet diet, 
known as “second bread” after the other 
staple that also was in short supply this 
summer for the first time since the early 
1960s.
N. Korea, Japan hold 
first talks in 45 years
TOKYO (AP) — North Korea and Japan 
today began their first official talks in 45 
years, and the North Koreans reportedly of­
fered to discuss establishing diplomatic rela­
tions.
North Korea’s official Korean Central 
News Agency said “views were exchanged on 
outstanding issues in improving mutual rela­
tions” at the talks. No details were given.
Keating appeals high Berkeley police shoot 
court for lower bail ‘deranged’ gunman
LOS ANGELES (AP) -  Charles H. 
Keating Jr., the central figure in the Lincoln 
Savings and Loan scandal, has appealed to 
the state Supreme Court to have his $5 
million bail reduced.
Keating, the former chairman of American 
Continental Corp., remained jailed today. In 
his Wednesday petition, he said the high bail 
constitutes cruel and unusual punishment.
The former savings and loan executive also 
has claimed he cannot legally defend himself 
properly from a jail cell.
Keating filed the petition after the state’s 
2nd District Court of Appeal on Tuesday re­
jected his request to reduce the bail set for 
him in Superior Court on Sept. 18.
Mexico border patrol 
failing, analyst says
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Federal legisla­
tion aimed at controlling the United 
States-Mexico border has failed to halt the 
flow of undocumented workers into the U.S., 
a leading Mexican border analyst said.
Jorge Bustamante, president of a Ti­
juana-based think tank said “there has been 
no significant difference in the flow of un­
documented Mexicans” since the Immigra­
tion Reform and Control Act of 1986.
His conclusions contradict claims by the 
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service 
that the 1986 law dramatically curbed the 
northern flow of Mexican nationals.
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) -  A “deranged” 
Iranian gunman with a hatred of blond 
Americans died in a burst of police bullets on 
Thursday, seven hours after storming a 
hotel, killing one man, wounding seven peo­
ple and taking up to 30 hostages.
Six officers stormed Henry’s Publick 
House and Grille in the Durant Hotel after 
police negotiators decided they couldn’t talk 
the gunman out of the bar, according to Lt. 
Jim Polk.
“We decided there was no other way,” said 
Polk. He said the gunman, identified by 
University of Califomia-Berkeley spokesman 
Ray Colvig as Mehrdad Deishti, gave his 
position away by using one of the terrorized 
hostages as an intermediary in talking to 
police on the telephone.
The hotel is about a block from the UC 
campus and about 40 people, many of them 
students, were inside when the incident 
began around 12:15 a.m.
“Every time the hostage would have to ask 
a question of this bad guy, he would have to 
turn around and look at him and this gave us 
a good idea of where he was,” said Polk.
Dashti, a 30-year-old native of Iran, was 
wounded by police when he “got close enough 
to a window that we were able to take him 
out,” said Berkeley Police Capt. Phil Doran.
“He was apparently very confused,” said 
Doran. “Deranged is not a bad description.”
Dashti, naked and bleeding when he was 
taken to Highland Hospital, was dead on ar­
rival, according to hospital spokeswomen 
Phyllis Brown.
See STATE, page 5
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Food toppings, 
sauces can be 
low-cal, fat-free
Salsa. Gravy. Au jus. Sour 
cream. Bechamel. Get the 
picture?
What's on top of food gives 
it palate appeal, but it can tip 
the scales the wrong way, 
adding not only to calories 
but also fat to the diet.
“Toppings — whether they 
are sauces, bread crumbs or 
whipped cream — look good, 
but they can add unnecessary 
fat and cholesterol to a per­
son’s diet,” said Kris 
Kington, president of the 
American Heart Association 
(AHA), San Luis Obispo 
Ck)unty Division. “However, 
don’t despair. A person may 
not need to scrape off these 
toppings. Many gourmet 
recipes can be revised to trim 
the fat without eliminating 
the looks or the taste.”
As the AHA’s annual Food 
Festival comes to a close to­
day, ideas are offered for 
trimming the fat and cutting 
the cholesterol.
"While toppings obviously 
See FOOD, page 5
D O N 'T  B U Y A N  IB M ...
Before you spend big bucks at El Corral for 
an IBM PS/2, you owe it to yourself to check 
out the Whitaker AT-2000 series of IBM com­
patibles. They’re faster and more expandable 
than their IBM counterparts and cost much, 
MUCH less.
• 100% IBM COMPATIBLE
• 3.5 ” or 5 .25 ’ FLOPPY
• 40Mb 28MS 1:1 HARD 
DISK
• 1MB EXPANDABLE RAM 
MEMORY
• VIDEO ADAPTER AND MONITOR INCL.
• 101 KEY ENHANCED KEYBOARD
• FULLY EXPANDABLE, 200 watt power 
supply, 8 slots, 6 drive bays
• 1 YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY
286/ 12MHZ 386SX/ 16MHZ 386/25MIIZ 
VGA Color $1199 $1499 $1899
Monochrome $899 $1199 $1599
Price available only to full-time Cal Poly students and 
faculty. This ad and your ID card must be presented at 
time of purchase
Cal Poly purchases more Whitaker AT-2000s than any 
other IBM compatible computer.
SALES, SERVICE A N D  RENTALS OP IBM COMPATIBLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS. 
PRINTERS, SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS, SUPPUES A N D  COMPUTER FURNITURE. 
Hours; Mon. 10-7:00, Toos.-Fri. 10-S:30
uiitco computers
T«nL Mnn M . OUR 19lh YEAR
3563 SUELDO, SUITE B 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
(805) 549-0811
Tf
_ “he Apple Farm has always had a special 
 ^ relationship with Cal Poly. Many of our en- 
¥ thusiastic employees are Poly students or 
graduates. We're happy to announce a shuttle 
service designed just to meet the special needs 
of the Poly faculty, staff and students.
Finally, a convenient way to 
enjoy an off campus lunch.
Our free shuttle leaves every 10 minutes 
between 11 am and 2 pm from traffic circle 
between the Ag. Erhart and Home Ec. build­
ings. We guarantee your return to campus 
within one hour if you wish.
B ^ jn s O c t  1st
i™.
Call 544-2040 or use our hotline at the Shuttle Stop. 
For more information, see our video at the Shuttle Stop.
Copeland’s 
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Defensive line an enviable foe
Eight ‘entities' a key to success of football team
By Neil Pascale
staff WrHo(
Three weeks into the football 
season and a dreadful thought 
comes to mind: The Mustangs 
have but three home games re­
maining.
Three measly games.
The very thought of it leaves 
your stomach churnin’ and a- 
gurglin’ for more.
Just 12 more quarters of 
h a rd -n o se d , h a r d - h i t t in g  
Mustang football.
Only 180 more minutes of see­
ing — and hearing — full-contact 
hits and mind-numbing sacks.
But however dreadful this 
year’s schedule is, the fact is the 
defense — as well as the offense 
— has made 1990 Mustang foot­
ball exciting.
And prosperous.
The Mustangs are ranked no. 8 
in the nation and hope to remain 
undefeated when they play the 
Cal State Hayward Pioneers 
Saturday at 1 p.m. in Hayward.
The Pioneers are 1-3 this year
and were 50-20 losers last week 
to Santa Clara.
The main reason for their suc­
cess, according to defensive 
coordinator Bill Dutton, is the 
defensive front four.
“Any football team worth a 
damn always starts with what’s 
up front,” Dutton said. “It’s an 
old cliche that (it’s) what’s up 
front that counts.
“Right now, certainly the play 
of the defensive down line has 
been a major im.pact on our 3-0 
performance. I don’t want to 
take away what the secondary or 
what the linebackers are doing,
See FOOTBALL, page 6
BERKELEY
From page 1
“First the fire meant people 
lost a place to live,” she said. 
“Then the bomb scare.”
‘The latest tragedy, however, 
affects not only those involved 
but those who knew them,” she 
said.
Counselors were “all over the 
place” on Thursday after a gun­
man invaded a hotel a block from 
the school. Before police killed 
him, the gunman shot Sheehy to 
death and wounded seven other 
people from among 33 hostages.
“We talked to hostages after 
their release, to friends of 
Sheehy,” said Vaughn.
The school’s mental health 
service has 35 employees and all 
were busy.
“We have p sy ch ia tris ts , 
p sy ch o lo g is ts  and  socia l 
workers,” she said.
Students in at least one dorm
where caught behind police lines 
and counselors had to help them 
get out and to classes.
The school set up a hot-line to 
“get out the facts” during the 
early morning hours, Vaughn 
said.
“We had calls from worried 
parents and students, some of 
them afraid for their safety.”
Student Candia Brown, 21, a 
senior, said she has “never seen 
so many tragic things happen all 
at once.” “My mother cidled me 
at 6 a.m. from Sacramento. I 
turned on the TV. It was very 
scary, particularly because of the 
things that have happened here 
lately.”
“It’s been a very strange 
semester,” said Israel Moyston, 
an office worker at the universi­
ty. “We’re all wondering what’s 
going to happen next.”
Tom Debley, who works in the
school’s public information of­
fice, said the university’s 
emergency response system is 
getting a workout.
He said five special telephone 
lines were set up in his office and 
“they were constantly busy.”
“I talked to fnends of the 
hostages and they were very 
worried,” he said.
Chancellor Chang-Lin Tien 
called the incident a “sad 
reminder that no place is immune 
from an act of random and irra­
tional violence.”
University President David 
Gardner said he and Tien 
“visited briefly with some of the 
hostages immediately upon their 
release.”
He said the two were “im­
pressed with the courage and 
strength of character they 
displayed during this very 
traumatic night.”
Same day contact lens replacement 
and eyewear for the unique.
lunettas
l a  t= v e w o r k - l a l a i l l  I T L ik l l *
. ^  j r e w o r / f s  PARIS NEW YORK TOKYO
Optofnctric Scrvicas of San Luia 0^«*po
David A. Schultz, O.D.
C ontaa Lenses and Unique Eyewear
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I'. McLintock's Saloon
Friday Special 
Fish & Chips 
$4.75
686 Higuera
DELTA UPSILON RUSH
OPEN SEASON '90
Í ?
'm z .
DON'T m ü w ö f e  SHOT
SCHEDULE
Tuesday 9/25: (8:00 p.m.) Hawaiian Jello Luau (g) “The Swamp” 217 N. Chorro Wednesday 9/26: (6 - 9 p.m.) Back Stage Pizza Feed @ The Sandwich Plant Friday 9/28: (8:00 p.m.) St. Poly Girl Night @ "The Swamp”Saturday 9/29: (1:00 p.m.) Sports BBQ (g) Cuesta ParkSunday 9/30: Interviews by appointment
Monday 10/01: Interviews by appointment/Smoker: LocationTBA
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FOOD STATE
From page 3
add calories to an entree, side 
dish or dessert, it’s not just the 
calories th a t concern us,” 
Kington said, “Most of these 
toppings are also high in fat and 
cholesterol, elements that can 
build up the inner lining of blood 
vessels and cause them to nar­
row.
“Eventually, these blood 
vessels may become blocked, and 
if that blockage occurs in a blood 
vessel serving the heart, a heart 
attack can result,”
Simple substitutions can tip 
the scales, reducing the risk of 
heart disease. Here are a few 
suggestions:
•Starting with desserts, con­
sider a “cheesecake” sauce con­
sisting of cup non-fat plain 
yogurt, Va cup low-fat cottage 
cheese, 2 tablespoons honey and 
Va teaspoon vanilla extract.
Blend these ingredients in a 
blender until smooth and create a 
delicious topping for fruit salad, 
sorbet or low-fat pudding. In­
stead of whipped cream or butter 
on muffins or cake, try mixing 
equal parts of plain non-fat 
yogurt and part-skimmed ricotta 
cheese with a little honey and 
drizzle it on top.
•Does the recipe call for bread 
crumbs? Try wheat germ, bran or 
whole-wheat bread crumbs in 
place of buttered crumbs.
•Cooking a roast beef? Trim 
the fat first and baste the meat 
with fruit juices during the cook­
ing process. Equal parts of apple 
and orange juice make a good 
fruit juice baste, and the results 
are a delicious au jus that can 
further be flavored with fresh 
rosemary and thickened with 
cornstarch or arrowroot, a 
rediscovered ingredient that 
allows thickening of gravies 
without adding color or fat. And 
small portions of lean meat, such 
as roast beef, are allowed in a 
heart-healthy diet.
•When cheese toppings are 
called for, look for low-fat cheese, 
or substitute a mock sour cream 
made from blended cottage 
cheese, lemon juice and non-fat 
milk.
The following is one of many 
easy-to-make, low-cholesterol 
recipes:
SALSA
— 6 fresh, ripe tomatoes, finely 
chopped
— 1 can (14 oz.) peeled, chopped 
tomatoes
— Vi cup fresh cilantro, chopped 
(approximately one bunch)
— 1 small yellow onion, minced
— 1 fresh jalapeno pepper, chop­
ped (use as much of it as you 
want and include seeds for “ex­
tra hot” salsa)
— salt and pepper, to taste
Combine all ingredients in a 
large bowl and mix with a 
wooden spoon. Do not use a 
blender or mixer. Refrigerate for 
at least one hour before serving 
for optimum flavor. Recipe 
makes an extra-large batch.
Salsa stays fresh, with proper 
refrigeration, for four to five 
days.
‘The varieties of low-fat topp­
ings are as numerous as the 
kinds of toppings themselves,” 
Kington said. ‘There’s room for 
a lot of creativity that will 
challenge the taste buds and 
keep the waist in bounds,”
For more information on 
heart-healty nutrition or recipes 
from the “American Heart 
Association Low-Fat, Low- 
Cholesterol Cookbook,” call the 
AHA at 544-1505.
The information for today’s 
column, except for the salsa 
recipe, was provided by the San 
Luis Obispo County Division o f 
the American Heart Association.
From page 3
“For some reason, he had 
something against blonds, 
Caucasian women and blond­
haired, blue-eyed men,” said 
Douglas Moore, 25, a UC student 
and manager of the bar who was 
one of the hostages, “He had 
something against Americans.”
“He accused the women of 
showing too much leg,” Moore 
said. “He accused them of wear­
ing tight skirts, short skirts...
“He said it was that kind of 
trash that was leading guys like 
him on and that they deserved to 
be punished ... He did a pretty 
good job of degrading the 
women.”
Moore said John Sheehy, 22, of 
Lafayette, was shot at close 
range early in the incident. 
Sheehy died at 2:35 a.m, of a 
gunshot wound to the chest dur­
ing surgery at Eden Hospital in 
Castro Valley.
/ / . .//
NOW LEASING
C e d a r ,C r e e k
—
FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED
CONDOMINIUMS
• 2 BEDROOMS/2 BA‘ K
• Heated Pool • Deck/P t^«o
• Covered Parking
• Price Slashed $850 mo.
• Close to Cal Poly
• Modern Appliances
10 or 12 Month Leases 
Roomate List Avail. 
AVILA BEACH REALTY  
699 CALIFORNIA BLVD. 
SAN LUIS_p_mS^ PO 
9:00 AM fo  4:00 PM
(805) 544-9676
%
The Apparel Designer Zone
proudly presents...
FACTORY OUTLET
Over 20000 items 
under $15
40% to 90% 
under 
retail
DRAWING!
SALE
Save on Brand Names Casual & 
^^»Sportswear Clothing 
Limited ~
TWeeds 
Picante 
Paris Blues 
Blues 
Express 
Line Up 
Bill Blass 
Much! Much! More...
Many Names Cannot Be Mentioned Due To The Low Prices! 
Sweaters • Pullovers • Casual Pants • Jeans 
Sweats • Shorts • Jackets • Skirts
Men • Women • Children
.••4DAYS ONLY«*«
September 27 - September 30 
Thursday - Sunday 10am - 7pm
San Luis Obispo Veterans Hall 
801 GRAND AVENUE
When;
Where
Sisters Interested in Sisterhood
Invites you to attend their:
1st Annual Gospel Night'
Featuring a wide variety of Gospel Talent 
from the Bay Area to the Central Coast
Saturday, September 29,1990 
Cal Poly State University
’^ ^Chumash A u d ito r iu m
Time: 6:00pm - Until Donation: $3.00
^Tickets can be purchased at the door
vr v59Ì Hnutime
r h e n u
BREAKFAST
• SAUSAGE BISCUIT • SHORT STACK HOTCAKES 
• LARGE COFFEE 
LUNCH TO CLOSE 
• 100% BEEF HAMBURGER 
• VALUE-SIZE LOW-FAT MILKSHAKE 
• LOW-FAT FROZEN • LARGE COFFEE
YOGURT CONE ~   HOT APPLE PIE
HASH S O ^ ^ ^ ^ C A R R O T  STICKS
BROWNS c n j \ :  CELERY59v 59v X  STICKS
1900 McDorvilcl's Corpcxation
DavliiiK“, nighttime 
,invlim<‘. we tvive some 
fry f
790 FOOTHILL AND 275 MADONNA!
2nd & 4th  Friday of 
every month
MTOHDUBS
for those 18 yrs & Older
990 Industrial Way • S.L.O. 
541 0969
F. McLintocks
Saturday Special 
Prime Rib 
$9.75
Friday, September 28, 1990 Mustang Daily
FOOTBALL
Remodeled Townhouse
$750.00
per month
2 bedroom, 1 1 ¡1 bath 
(laundry, pool, weight room)
CALL
543-5028
From page 4
but we’re getting super play 
(from our defensive line).”
Dutton’s lofty comments are 
more than justified.
Thus far, the Mustangs have 
limited ball carriers to 62.7 
rushing yards per game, for a 
paltry 1.9 yards per carry.
The front four also have 11 
sacks to their credit and are a big 
reason why opponents are com­
pleting only 37 percent of their 
passes.
“We did not blitz one time in 
the major upset win over 
Portland,” Dutton said. ‘That 
right there is a major thing.
ASI SPECIAL EVENTS
PRESENTS
Arnold Schwarzenegger
TOTAL RECALL
Friday, Sept. 28
Sean Connery
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
Saturday, Oct. 6
Bruce Willis
IN
Friday, Oct. 19
MOVIES START AT 7 AND 9PM IN CHUMASH AUD. 
____________ALL SHOWS S3.00___
1850 Monterey 
San Luis Obispo 
543-3333
MONDAY NIGHT 
FOOTBALL
$1.50 Hot Dog & Beer 
Happy Hour prices 
all night on draft beer
TUESDAY
KEVIN PERKINS8-11
WEDNESDAY
Happy Hour with 
LYNN & STEVE 4-7 
KEITH FORREST 8-11
THURSDAY
Happy Hour with 
LYNN & STEVE 4-7 
LEFTOVERS 8-11
FRIDAY
Happy Hour with LYNN & 
STEVE 4-7 
KEITH & PAM 9-12
INCREDIBLE MENU! 
INCREDIBLE ATMOSPHERE! 
INCREDIBLY LOW PRICES!
GREAT BURGERS & SANDWICHES, 
HOMEMADE PASTA, CLASSIC 
SALADS, GRILLED FRESH FISH, 
CHARBROILED STEAKS AND  
DELECTABLE DESSERTS!
DÜRING SEPTEMBER— BRING IN 
YOÜR STÜDENT I.D. AND RECEIVE A 
25%  DISCOUNT ON ALL ENTREES!
P '5
B A R t .
G R IL L
Lunch 11:30-2 Monday-Friday 
Dinner 5 to 9:30, 7 Days
J.P. Andrews (998 Monterey) 
DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISI’O 
541-1888
SATURDAY
DOC STOLTY 
9-12
BEST HAPPY HOUR IN 
TOWN!
Lunch - Dinner 
Live Entertainment
“If the defensive front can put 
pressure on the passer with a 
four-man rush, that’s the ideal in 
football,” he seud. ‘That was the 
key to victory.”
To keep tagging the Mustangs’ 
defensive line the front four, 
however, isn’t just.
Actually, the defensive line is 
made up of eight enormous en­
tities averaging more than 250 
pounds.
Dutton uses two lines, his 
starting unit and the Shock 
Troops.
The starting unit is made up of 
Pat Moore, a 6-foot-3, 265-pound 
defensive end, tackles ^ b e r t  
Morris (6’4, 270) and Eric Alex­
ander (5’10, 225), and Andres 
Washington (6’2, 255) at the des­
ignated rusher (or “rush”) posi­
tion.
The Shock Troops are defen­
sive end Mike Hastings (6’4, 
250), tackles Vince Plymire (6’5, 
260) and Ron Scranton (6’4, 260), 
and Mike Hamrick (6’5, 250) at 
the “rush” position.
The starting unit plays the 
first and third quarters and the 
Shock Troops comes in the se­
cond and sometimes, the fourth 
quarter. Which foursome plays 
the final quarter depends on the 
game situation.
‘This way we’re keeping peo­
ple fresh,” Dutton said. “I’ve 
been here for three years and I’ve
always tried to develop depth.
“It just so happens that this 
year we have better quality. 
There is very little drop-off in our 
first and second strings,” he 
said.
The performance of both lines 
last week against the Portland 
State Vikings echoes Dutton’s 
remarks.
In the first half alone, Moore 
and Washington caused two 
fumbles, recovering one and 
sacked the quarterback twice.
The Shock Troops’ most im­
pressive performance came late 
in the fourth quarter.
With just under four minutes 
left. Viking quarterback Darren 
Del’Andrae appeared to stumble 
over his offensive line twice — on 
first down and then on a crucial 
3rd-and-14 play.
But it wasn’t Del’Andrae’s 
fault, it was the pressure put on 
by the Mustangs’ Shock Troop.
“Our nose tackle, Vince 
Plymire, was driving right into 
the crack of the center’s neck,” 
Dutton said. ‘The center goes 
back to the huddle and says, 
‘Hey, I need some help.”’
The result, as Dutton explain­
ed, was the Viking’s guard was 
pulling out to help the center, 
and in doing so, tripped 
Del’Andrae.
The only thing tripping Dutton 
these days is finding enough time 
to use his eight enormous en­
tities.
A-Snyalr ICimouHtnr i>rruirr ICtii.
• Take your Date out in Style
• Nites on the town with 
Sate Designated Driver
• No Alcoholic Beverages Under 21
$25 per hour and up 
546-0734
ALLIANCE AUTO 
INSURANCE
* Competitive Monthly rotes on 
minimum & full coverage!
* Free SR Filings!
* Walk in or Over The Phone Quotes'
* Close to Poly!
679 Santa Rosa 8444248
I0t^^39Bt=
• Dnality ('opios
• Low Uricos
• Uass])ort I’holos
• Maoinlosli l^('iilal
• Kt'sniiio UaptMs
99<
Canon Laser 
Color Copies
White, 70#
8V2 X 11 size 
paper only!
With this coupon only!
[ Offer ExgiiesOcL 31,1990 ^
A l  IVlisil K iiik «» 's  
H u s  l o  m i V r
• Laser T'yposot
• I'ax Sorvi(‘('
973 FOOTHILL BLVD.
(805) 543-0771
FAX # (805) 543-3404 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
7 DAYS A WEEK!
the copy center
• Color Copies
• ()vorsi/(' ('oi)ios
• Dindiiui ^  Uaddiiu*
i V i t  
Copies
SELF - SERVE 
OR
AUTO-FED 
FULL - SERVE
reg. white, 20#, 8‘/I X 11 
With this coupon only!1^  Offer Expire* Oct 31,1990 ^
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Sports Calendar
Friday, September 28
• Men’s Soccer vs. Cal Poly Pomona. The hooters 
will try to improve to 2-0 in the California Col­
legiate Athletic Association and 5-3-3 overall 
when they take on the Broncos at 7 p.m. in 
Mustang Stadium.
• Volleyball vs. CSU Fullerton. Better catch this 
one if you want to see the Mustangs in the near 
future. The team doesn’t play at home until the 
end of October after this match. Action gets 
underway at 7:30 p.m^-at Mott Gym.
Saturday, September 29
• Football at CSU Hawyard. Led by Head Coach 
Lyle Setencich, the eighth-ranked Mustangs 
(NCAA Division II) look to go 4-0 against the 
Pioneers who bring a 1-3 record into the non­
conference game. Kickoffis slated for 1 p.m.
• Men’s Cross Country at the UC Riverside In­
vitational. After a two-week hiatus, Head Coach 
Tom Henderson’s young team will look to take a 
stride towards a strong showing at the CCAA 
championship.
• Women’s Cross Country at the UC Riverside 
Invitational. The women also took a 14-day break 
between their first and second meets of the 
season. The Mustangs and Head Coach Deanne 
Johnson would like a strong showing.
• Women’s Soccer at Loyola Marymount. The 
team begins California Collegiate Women’s Soc­
cer Conference action against the Lions. The 
Mustangs have a 2-1-1 record entering this 
weekend’s play. Kickoff is at noon.
• Waterski Club at Regionals. Although it’s early 
in the year, the club has its regional meet at Hor­
ton Lake near Barstow. Saturday features com­
petition in the slalom and trick ski events. If the 
club finishes the weekend in either of the top two 
spots, it will qualify for nationals next weekend in 
Louisiana.
Sunday, September 30
• Women’s Soccer at CSU Long Beach. The 
Mustangs play their second conference game in 
as many days. Kickoffis at 11 a.m.
• Waterski Club at Regionals. The club rounds 
out competition in the jumping events to be held 
in the morning.
FOOTBALL 
18 BACK!
Sundays 
at 11am
Noon-6pm  
Monster Beers $2PO
All-you' can-eat 
Ribs & Chicken 
$5.95
11am-9 pm 
Pizza Specials $6.95
9 9 0  Industrial Way • S.L.O. 5 4 1 0 9 6 9
Classified
ÜJUST SAYIL...ÜYESÜ
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
FALL ICEBREAKER-PARTY!! FRI 28 
CUESTA PARK 3:00 POST PARTY!! 
EVERYBODY WELCOME & WANTED 
FREE FOOD & DRINK CALL 545-9249
Interested in Human Resources?
HRMA IS BACK! MON 10/1 5-6 pm 
Ag Bldg 10 Rm 241 All welcome
MEChA BBQ
Sat Sept. 29
10am Cuesta Park
Todos son Bienvenidos
ALL ARE WELCOME
For ingo-cuco 543-9356 ___
SCUBA CLUB
FIRST MEETING OF THE U/W FUN 
SEEKERS MEET NEW FRIENDS.TRIPS. 
LOCAL DIVES,RAFFLE FOR FREE 
CERTIFICATION.TUES OCT 2ND 
DEXTER (34) RM 227 
QUESTIONS? DENNIS 543-4547________
STUDENT
COMMUNITY
SERVICES
OUTREACH,POLY PALS,STUDY BUDDY 
SENIORS,LITERACY.STUDENTS ON 
CALL BEYOND SHELTER, SPECIAL 
EVENTS, NETWORK 
ORIENTATION MTNG OCT 3RD 7PM 
FISCHER SCI 286 ALL WELCOME
* ATTN GOLFERS
Cal Poly Golf Assoc First 
meeting Oct. 2, 7:30 BLDG52-E45
EX TENAYANS
Tenaya Hall’s 89-90 Alumni 
Come to the 1 st Annual BBQ 
this Sat. 12pm Cuesta 
Park 1st Fl.-chips&dips, 2nd.FI.- 
salad&condiments, 3rd.FI.-dessert. 
Everybody BYO meat & buns.
Call Christine(544-0854) or Paul 
(543-6641).
AUDITION
"Dust Speck" (a new play)
Thurs & Fri/Sept 27th & 28th 
7:30- 10:30 pm 
Architecture Bldg Rm 225 
Contact Lance; 544-4743
TAKE YOUR BEST SHOT! 
SCRAMBLE GOLF TOURNAMENT 
Oct.5-fun & prizes to be had! 
Sea Pines Golf course, Los Osos 
^ m  $8/person. Teams of four 
Sign up at Rec Sports before 
Oct.4 2pm -Hurryl-spaces limited
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE-FREQNANC Y TES f 
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE’___________________
GUITAR LESSONS FROM A PRO. FINEST 
QUALITY AVAILABLE. ALL STYLES-ALL 
LEVELS. JIM 772-9324
DELTA CHI
FALL RUSH
Thur,Sept 27-BIRTHDAY BASH (RAGE)
1051 Left St, 7pm 
Sat,Sept 29-Softballl 
El Chorro Park, 1 pm 
Meet at 284 Cerro Romauldo at 12.
Sun, Sept 30-Sports Sunday!
730 Foothill, 12 Noon 
Mon, Oct 1-Smoker
284 Cerro Romauldo, 7pm 
lnfo?-Call Jon at 541-4197
IFC RUSH 1990
Get Involved 
September23-October1 
Buy your Rush Cards 
In the UU Mon-Fri 
From10:00-2:00PM 
Throughout Rush
International Greek Life 
TELECONFERENCE 
3:00-6:00 September 30 
Chumaeh Auditorium
KAO-KIM CLARK THE BIG TWO IS 
NEAR AND WITH ONLY 35 SHOPPING 
DAYS LEFT LOVE YOU, NAPOLEON
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FALL RUSH 
1617 SANTA ROSA ST. 544-9913 
M9/24 COMEDY NIGHT 7PM at HOUSE 
T9/25 SMOKER 7 30OM atSANDWICH PT. 
W9/26 COUNTRY PARTY 9PM at 
TORTILLA FLATS 
TH9/27:BBQ 5:30PM at HOUSE 
F9/28:CLUB PARADISE 4PM at 
AVILA SPRINGS RESORT 
S9/29:CASUAL NIGHT 5PM at HOUSE 
FOR INFO CALL CHRIS 54t -3302
RUSH DELTA 
SIGMA PHI!
FALL 1990-LIFE ON THE EDGE
HIT THE BEACH ON OUR NEW SAND 
VOLLEYBALL COURT AT THE HOUSE 
AND CATCH SOME RIBS & CHICKEN 
TOO' SAT.SEPT.29 AT HIGH NOON 
SUN.DINNER/SMOKER 6:00 (COAT/TIE) 
THE HOUSE-244 CALIFORNIA BLVD. 
FOR RIDE OR INFO CALL 544-8178
Rush Pike!
FRI NEW YEARS EVE PARTY with
the LOVELY LADIES of SIGMA 
KAPPA -invite only- 7:00 
SAT Bar-B-Q & Sports -invite- 
Santa Rosa Park -12:(X)
Any Questions? 543-5869
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Friday Night at the Beach 
4:30 BBQ 7:30 PARTY
Carpool meets at Music Bldg.Lawn 
For Ride Info Call 546-8945
SIGMA P\ 
FALL RUSH
ABaeeball and Brothers Night 
Thurs 5pm 183 Stenner 
Around The World Party 
FrI 9pm 183 Stenner 
Sigma pi Night At The Movies 
Sun Invite Only 
Smoker Mon TBA
BRING HIM TO HIS KNEES WITH A 
LITTLE STRIP TEASE! PENTHOUSE 
CATALINA’S HOT OIL SHOW 772-5809
CASH for comics & gaming items- 
Sub Comics, Games & Posters.
785 Marsh 541-3735__________________
Games & Comics- the largest 
selection of games for gamers 
New comics in every Friday morning. 
Games People Play 1060 Broad St. 
546-6447
LOST: CHROME-FRAMED SUNGLASSES 
& CASE -REWARD! JASON 549-0913
(Commuting from Lompoc-5 Days/ 
week. Let’s carpool! 735-3871
PIKE IS IT
Friends and Lovers-Are you compat ible? As­
tro Computer Chart-Send 
Birthdate, Names of both parties,
$10.00 to Brooke Thomas 110 
S.Pine Suite 103 Santa Maria, CA. 93454
Horse boardings.excint.facilities, 
care & trails to the beach & mtns.
Also stable cleaner in exchange 
for horse boarding. 772-8882
TAKE YOUR DATE OUT IN STYLE
NIGHTS ON THE TOWN WITH
SAFE DESIGNATED DRIVER
NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES UNDER 21
$25.00 PER HOUR & UP
A ROYALE LIMOUSINE
546-0734
ABRACADABRA! WORD PROCESSING 
*Sr. Projects 'Papers 549-0371
CW LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV. 
WP,SR.PROJECTS,DISC 528-5630
FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH -t- 
LASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
GAYLE’S WORD PROCESSING SERVICE 
RESUMES, REPORTS, TERM PAPERS 
VERY REASONABLE RATES.PLEASE 
PHONE 805-928-7263-Santa Maria_______
R&R Word Processing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt
CLERICAL ASSISTANT WANTED
for Journalism Dept, office 
WORK STUDY Students given 
priority. Wordprocessing, filing 
duplicating, phones, etc. in a 
busy office (Contact Madolyn at 
756-2508 or stop by the Journalism 
office 26-227
COMPUTER LAB ASSISTANT WANTED
for Journalism Dept. Familiarity 
with WORD PERFECT helpful. Work 
study srudents given priority 
Contact Madolyn at 756-2508 or 
stop by the Journ. office 26-227
~  DO YOU LIKE TO WALK AND TALK?
THE CALIF. REPUBLICAN PARTY 
WANTS YOU! PRECINCT WALKERS 
NEEDED & PAID-CALL 466-6317
EXPANDING AGAIN!
ENERGETIC AND EXPERIENCED 
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR TO BECOME 
PART OF THE TEAM VOTED ;1 
MUST BE IDEA AND/OR AFAA 
CERTIFIED PLEASE BRING RESUME 
BY MALONEYS GYM, 3546 S. HIGUERA
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$59,230/yr
Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext R-10081
for current Federal list___________________
WORKSTUDY STUDENT NEEDED FOR 
MUSTANG DAILY. ENTRY LEVEL 
$5.00/HR.,LONG-TERM PREFERRED 
756-1143, A.J.
Headless Bass Guitar
Great Stage Bass for Beginners 
or a Pro.Only $190 with a Great 
Case 544-2498 or 756-1143 
Ask for LEE
IBM COMP 20MB XT W/TURBO. 
POWER DIRECTOR 8. SOFTWARE 
$699/OFFER 438-3806_____________
TWIN BED FOR SALE 
ONLY $40!
MATTRESS BOXSPRINGS & FRAME 
CALL 544-1487
BICYCLE-TREK 620 22" 
18-SPEED TOURING 
LIKE NEW $275.00 OBO 543-0990
RACING/TOURING BIKE-FUJI DEL 
REY 21" FRAME $250 OR BEST 
OFFER CONTACT STAN at 544-9168
1981 DATSUN 310, runs well. 
$1,100. Stew, 544-7566.
AVAILABLE NOW! LARGE ROOM FOR 
TWO IN HOUSE ONE BLOCK FROM 
POt'i'f-OHEC-K l-T-OUT!
CALL 541-1710 OR (408)475-4442_______
Cedar Creek Room -male 2 share 
Close to Poly, Pool, Fully Furn.
CAII DARIN 541-5488___________________
FEMALE RMMT NEEDED ASAP 
$220/MO,INCL.MOST UTIL ,WALK TO 
POLY CALL ANYTIME 542-0238
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE ROOM~ 
Large house, 215/mo MAYBE PETS 
/Callable Now 543-5442
LG ROOM FOR RENT 2 NON-SMOKERS'" 
TO SHARE ROOM IN PISMO BEACH 
500 OO/MONTH INC UTILITIES EXP 
PHONE SOUND GOOD? CALL 
773-3402 HANK OR HEATHER_________
Roommate Wanted Female to share 
2 BDR townhouse no smoking, 
quiet, no pets $310/mo 545-7937
Share room close to Poly
180/mo. town house 544-9168 Stan/Bruce
3 BEDROOM-2 1/2 BATH BRAND NEW 
CONDO-415 NO Chorro- $1200/mo 
CALL STEVE 543-8370
3Bdrm, iBth, 2-Car garage house near Cal 
Poly-$1200/month 544-7336_____________
CEDAR CREEK
2 BDR 2 BATH Condo. Walking Dist 
To Poly Full Units And Roommates 
Are Also Needed Prices Ranging 
From $255-$315per month,Indiv. 
Contracts For Every Person 
4A/ailable Sept 1 
AVILA BEACH REALITY 
544-9652
FOOTHILL HACIENDA only 2 left 
furnished, LARGE 2 Bdrm,2 Bath 
9 month lease-corner of Calif, 
and Foothill 1 Block from Poly 
481-1575 545-8078
2bdrm, Ibth, fmly rm.&fr.pic.,
Morro Bay nr.bch.$1445-agent- 
Patricia 772-2284wk.772-6649h m ____
AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE.ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?FORCREE
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES 
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL 
STEVE NELSON 543-8370. Farrel Smyth
Close to down town-Victorian home 
plus 2 income units-Ig.lot $379,000
Condo-end unit-2bdrm, 1 1/2 bath,
Ig. deck plus more! $167,000._____________
SINGLE WIDE MOBILE HOME DOWN­
TOWN SL0.546 HIGUERA;23 LOW 
SPACE RENT$9000-OFFER 5447784
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The finished product, called a Culebra, is even better than the Italian legend, Coach Works owner says.
From page 1
freehand by looking at pictures 
and scale models of Ferraris.
He always built cars that are dif­
ferent,” said Medsker, who has 
worked on cars for 34 years, in­
cluding the original Batmobile 
for the Batman televisen series 
and a sleek auto called the Phan­
tom, with gull-wing doors, which 
he designed years before the 
DeLorean was introduced.
Medsker and his wife Cheri, 
co-owners of Coach Works, 
bought Dale’s Body Shop, a 20- 
year-old business, last November 
after owning a repair shop for 15 
months in Seattle. But Seattle
was not as lucrative as the Med- 
skers would have liked.
“People don’t take as much 
pride in their cars up there,” 
Medsker said. Also, the talent 
needed to construct a car of the 
Culebra’s caliber was not readily 
available in the area, said Med­
sker, because “You have to be a 
superlative craftsman to function 
on most levels (to build th< 
Culebra).”
While the Culebra looks almost 
identical to a Ferrari, the Med- 
skers believe that looks are not 
everything. “A Ferrari is an in­
vestment,” Stanten said. “Peo­
ple who buy (Culebras) are car
enthusiasts who don’t want 
something that will sit in their 
garage. This is more of an en­
joyment than an investment 
because its something you can 
use.”
The Medskers say the Culebra 
is actually a better car than the 
Italian legend. ‘Terraris aren’t 
real dependable cars,” Cheri 
Medsker said. “The cars with 
General Motors running gear are 
more reliable.”
And then, of course, there is 
the obvious advantage — price. 
The cost of a Ferrari is about 
$300,000 and $340,000 for a 
convertible. The Culebra conver­
sion runs close to $70,000 after 
buying the Fiero or Corvette. 
Or, if you have the mechanical 
skill and $13,000, you can buy 
the entire kit and customize your 
own car.
Even if you have the bucks to 
buy a real Ferrari, you have to 
get on a waiting list that is 
almost three years long. Medsker 
can convert a car in two months.
But make no mistake, the main 
appeal of the Culebra is its abili­
ty to grab peoples’ attention. “I 
was driving a white one in Fort 
Lauderdale and a bunch of col­
lege kids turned 8u*ound and 
started applauding,” said Staten 
Medsker. “It was the funniest 
thing I’ve ver seen.
“Even very old, distinguided 
men in business suits just lose it 
when they look at the car.”
Business for the Medskers has 
been brisk since the Culebras 
have been on the market. Four­
teen of the cars have been sold 
since November, including one to 
King Faud of Saudi Arabia.
‘The king bought a Ferrari, 
spent $50,000 to ship it to Ger­
many to be made into a conver­
tible and decided he didn’t like 
it,” said Medsker. “Then he saw 
a picture of our car and bought a 
black one. He said if he really 
liked it he’d send us a purcheise 
order for a couple more.” The 
Medskers are keeping their 
fingers crossed.
Converting a Corvette or Fiero 
into a Culebra is more than just a 
superficial make-over job. For 
instance, the Fiero presently be­
ing converted is merely a shell of 
the car it once was. Aside form 
the outer-body reconstruction.
the 4.0 liter, 95 horsepower 
engine is being replaced with a 
5.0 liter, 270 horsepower engine 
so it will have substantially more 
power. For comparison, a real 
Fer ra r i  packs about  600 
horsepower. Also, the suspension 
in the Fiero is being replaced for 
better handling of the new 
engine.
But the superficial work can be 
traumatizing in itself. Watching 
a Skillsaw cut through the door 
of a $40,000 sports car to create 
the Ferrari Testarosa-style air
I was driving a w hite one 
in Fort Lauderdale and a 
bunch of college kids 
turned around and 
started applauding.
— Staten M edsker.
ducts can “bring a grown man to 
tears,” said Cheri Medsker, only 
half-way joking.
Staten Medsker believes that 
he has the market pretty well
cornered for the type of 
customizing work he does. There 
are a lot of cheap glue-on panels 
that would achieve the same vi­
sual effects as Medsker’s work. 
But customers buy a Culebra, 
said Medsker, “when they want 
it done right.”
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Get rid of 
that old 
suit 
and...
...try 
something
Custom computer-designed swimwear
by > ^
We create custom swimwear for all types of bodies Our designs occent a woman's 
features and produce a flattering appearance. Our staff will assist in determining the 
right fabric, fashion, and fit for you We have over 1(X) fabrics and 30 styles to choose 
from , Fmploying our exclusive computer imaging techniques, we measure you in less 
than one minute. Once your suit has been sewn, we'll even invite you back for a final 
fitting and alteration if necessary It is all part of our commitment to produce a swim 
suit which mokes you look and feel great.
pur thanks to Poly students for the warm 
welcome at our grand opening
SHvtr Anniversary
WILD GAME
BA RBECU E
Sunday, Sept. 30,1990
Donations. . .
Adults 97.00  
CMIdTM 94.00•MM >a
CUESTAPAR^
San Luia Obispo 
sa a s tc u i or wilo oami
Sponeeredbyi 
8«n Lui9 8port«mon*a Aasociattoitl
CRIME
From page 1
of service population,” Topham 
said.
He complained of a small police 
force which “has not grown 
much over the past 10 years and 
certainly very little as compared 
to the growth of our service pop­
ulation.”
Topham mentioned the ap­
proximate 70 noise and party 
complaints that his officers had 
to respond to last weekend as a 
strong example of factors which 
“tie up multiple officers” during 
peak activity times. Such times, 
he said, are when officers could 
be patrolling where problems oc­
cur and taking care of them be­
fore they become serious.
F. McLintock's Saloon
Sunday Special 
BBQ Pork Chops 
$5.95
686 Higuera
Unfurnished Studios
$450.00
per month
(Quiet, Private, Secure) 
CALL for tour
543-5028
